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Hi,

Thank you for approaching the community for feedback on this proposal. Below is my
considered thoughts on this. 

To be clear, I am firmly opposed to this development.

(i) Density: This development represents  a huge increase in population to an already very
congested and very busy area. It cannot handle this increase in population. You have not
presented detailed professional modelling on the affect on traffic, parking, pedestrians and
schools? Just some loose statements on them. People more than catch trains to the city. A
more modest proposal would be more suitable. 

(ii) Character: The development in its size, density and built form is a totally out of
character to this neighbourhood. A more modest medium density development would be
more sympathetic. 

(iii) Market and Community: This development will forever change the market and most
likely will completely destroy the market for all the characteristics that make it so great for
our community.  This proposal will (a) overwhelm the market with its density and
massiveness of the development. It will become (b) internalised not open experience.
Essentially a shopping centre type or arcade type typology instead of open air market. The
freeness, and openness would be forever gone. 

(v) Community: The market is extremely popular and busy thriving place for people in
the community. It is a roaring success. This development totally compromises this asset. 

(vi) Built Form: The  history of multi residential development in Melbourne, and in this
area,  is of very poor quality building stock. Forever diminishing the urban character of
areas. This development would most likely follow the same pathway for poor quality
building. 

(vii) Daylight: This built form will overshadow all the public amenity at the street level

Instead of such an overwhelming out of character development, I propose a modest
medium density development above the western carpark only, leaving the footprint of the
market as it is with no built form above  would be a more suitable built form for the area.
For instance a 3 storey walkup terrace houses above the existing carpark. That will bring
some medium density development to the land and leave the market in place. 

Regards,
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